Toyota hilux 2015 usa

The majority of these vehicles are sold as pickup truck or cab chassis variants, although they
could be configured in a variety of body styles. In North America, the popular option package,
the SR5 Sport Runabout 5-Speed , was colloquially used as a model name for the truck, even
though the option package was also used on other Toyota models, like the to Corolla. The Hilux
started production in March [4] as the RN10 in short-wheelbase form with a 1. In April , a
long-wheelbase version was added to the range. The short-wheelbase version also continued in
production for many more years. In spite of the name "Hilux", it was a luxury vehicle only when
compared to the Stout. The Hilux was engineered and assembled by Hino Motors to replace the
earlier vehicle that the Hilux was derived from, called the Briska [6] in the niche beneath the
larger and older Stout â€” it replaced the Stout fully in some markets. For the North American
market, the only body style was a regular cab short bed and all were rear-wheel drive. It used a
typical truck setup of A-arms and coil springs in front and a live axle with leaf springs in back. A
four-speed manual transmission was standard. In May , [4] the model year Hilux was introduced,
designated the RN The 2. The Hilux was radically redesigned in to be larger and with increased
standard equipment. In North America, the new version also meant the introduction of the
considerably larger 2. A five-speed manual transmission became optional. In North America, the
Hilux name was fully phased out in favour of "Truck" by that year, having been dropped from
brochures and advertising campaigns, starting in Some North American motor-coach
manufacturers began building Toyota motor-homes from the Hilux. The redesigned Hilux was
introduced in August , [4] with a 4WD variant introduced in January Another change was the
front suspension was changed from coil springs to a torsion bar design, still with a double
wishbone layout. Production of the four-wheel drive models stopped in July , but some 2WD
variations continued production in parallel with the next generation models. The Australian
market originally received the 1. In North American markets, the Hilux known as the pickup saw
the use of four-wheel drive. It had a solid front axle and leaf suspension. The body saw a
redesign that included single round headlights and a less complex body. This transfer case is
unique in that its low-range reduction portion can be replicated, using what some refer to as a
dual or triple transfer case. This results in a much lower overall gear ratio. In , a vehicle
development agreement was established between Toyota, Winnebago Industries and two other
aftermarket customisers. The vehicles which resulted from this collaboration were the Trekker
Winnebago , Wolverine, and the Trailblazer Griffith. The August redesign sold as model year
vehicles in North America introduced the Xtracab extended cab option, with six inches of space
behind the seat for in-cab storage. These models carried over the carbureted 22R engine while
model year also saw the introduction of the fuel injected 22R-E engine. Two diesel engines were
also offered, the 2L and the turbocharged 2L-T. The engines were discontinued in the U. The
next year saw the introduction of a turbocharged option, the 22R-TE , perhaps due to increasing
competition from Nissan who already offered a V6 truck at this time. The solid front axle would
remain in the 5th generation 4x4 LN model until Solid front axles had been present in all 4x4
Toyota models until In late for the model year, the truck went through a minor interior and
exterior redesign, that included a new grille, a new 1 piece front bumper, an updated interior
with full high door panels with faux leather stitching on the base and DLX models, the gauge
cluster surround was more rounded and featured faux leather stitching on it, the dash pad
featured a shorter tray than earlier models, the steering wheels were changed from black to
gray, red, brown, or blue depending on the interior color, the radio bezel was also color
matched to the rest of the interior, the SR-5 tach gauge clusters had the pattern on the face
changed from a grid pattern to horizontal lines, the outside door mirrors were also changed to
have a more stream lined appearance, the faceplate for the heater controls was also redesigned.
A V6 engine was introduced in The Hilux-based 4Runner which made its entry in Australia,
North America and the United Kingdom was based on this generation of the Hilux; in some
other markets, such as Japan, it was called the Hilux Surf. Toyota introduced a new generation
of the Hilux in most markets in late but the fourth generation remained in production until in
South Africa. The company quoted that this was due to South African "content laws" which
made it cheaper to continue the production of the fourth generation of the Hilux, rather than to
retool the plant for the fifth generation model. Its one-piece cargo-box walls eliminated the
rust-prone seams that were found in earlier models. The Xtra Cabs now featured more room
behind the front seats than the last generation which allowed optional jump-seats for rear
passengers, a feature more in line with competitors of the time. The Hilux received a minor
facelift in for the model year , which was a grille change incorporating the new Toyota emblem
that had been recently adopted. It was during this generation that Toyota discontinued the Hilux
in the United States, replacing it with the new Tacoma for the model year. Volkswagen built and
marketed the Hilux under the Volkswagen Taro name from February to March A wide range of
models were available excluding the Crew Cab model available internationally , mixing four- and

six-cylinder engines, long and short beds, regular and Xtracabs, manual and automatic
transmissions, and two- or four-wheel drive. However, some trucks sold in the United States
during the through model years were still manufactured in Japan as not all versions were built
in California. While the fifth generation Hilux continued to be sold elsewhere in the world until ,
in North America it was replaced by the new Tacoma after an abbreviated model year. The Hilux
received a minor design update for the model year and the addition of a few more engine
options. The Hilux was then facelifted in for the model year. In , Toyota ceased production of the
Hilux truck for the Japanese market. This was the last generation of the Hilux to be built in
Japan. For sales in Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, it was imported from Japan from through
petrol engined 2. This model was not sold in Argentina or Brazil because the fifth-generation
Hilux had received a redesign and upgrade. Options for South American markets included:.
Toyota shifted production from the Hilux Mighty-X fifth generation to the Hilux Tiger sixth
generation in the late s and made it the global export hub. The Thailand-made Hilux Tiger went
through the following versions:. Toyota introduced a mid-size SUV variant of the Hilux in The
variant called the Sport Rider was sold only in Thailand. Based on the Hilux, both in style and
underpinnings, it is similar in concept to the Toyota 4Runner â€”however, the Sport Rider is not
a rebadged 4Runner. The Sport Rider's frame and suspension system are derived from the
Hilux, including the Hilux's independent front suspension and leaf-sprung rear suspension. The
vehicles were distributed by Toyota Tsusho Thailand, the importer of Toyota forklifts. Toyota
discontinued the Sport Rider in and replaced it with the Toyota Fortuner in The Hilux increased
in size and began to be classified as a mid-size pickup truck. Hilux models sold in Asian,
European, Middle Eastern and Oceanian markets were initially built and assembled in Thailand.
Later, production was delegated to Malaysia and Southeast Asia in order to increase sales in
those regions. The double cab model has an automatic transmission. In Singapore, the Hilux
was available as a single cab with the 2. Notable fleet customers include private taxi operators,
for whom the double cab model offers additional load space versatility, the Singapore Police
Force , Pakistan Police Force , Syrian Police Force and the Royal Bhutan Police Force ; all of
which employ the Hilux as a patrol vehicle. This generation of the Hilux was introduced for
Argentina on 2 March in Buenos Aires with a market launch in April. Because of a modified rear
suspension, the truck is registered in Finland as a light truck. The OX was only available with a
3. Toyota has introduced a left hand drive Hilux Vigo in August while a right hand drive
facelifted model was introduced in September These facelifted models were introduced in the
Philippines in October Toyota also introduced a four-door rear access system called "Smart
Cab" to replace all Xtra Cab models in E and G grade. The Smart Cab models were developed in
Thailand and were only sold in the Thai market. The Hilux Vigo "Champ" was introduced in
Thailand in August as a significant "minor change" with a new front design and a revamped
interior to reinforce perceived luxury. The front was redesigned from the A pillar forwards. With
the exception of the doors, roof and tailgate, everything else was new: new guards, new
headlights, new bumper, new bonnet, new three-bar grille, new taillights, a new rear bumper and
new badges. There were also new mirrors and new alloy wheel designs. The interior features a
new upper dashboard design with a new horizontal center instrument cluster. Perceived quality
was improved through the adoption of uniformly darker finishes with greater color consistency
throughout the interior. This minor update upgraded the emission standard to Euro 4, updated
the four-speed automatic transmission to five-speed, upgraded power rating of the 3. Other
changes included a more efficient fuel injection system and the addition of a center headrest on
the rear double cab seat. The eighth generation of the Toyota Hilux was officially introduced
simultaneously on 21 May in Bangkok, Thailand and Sydney, Australia. However, the pickup
truck was available for sale in the showrooms from October, 5 months after its official
introduction. This design continues into the interior with similar AC vents and center fascia
design. This generation has Toyota's first autonomous emergency braking AEB. The modified
suspension means that the truck is registered as a light truck in Finland, leading to lower taxes.
The Hilux was re-introduced in Japan on 12 September , after 13 years of hiatus. As a mid-size
pickup truck, the Hilux exceeds the Japanese governing regulations for the vehicle size
dimensions, thus Japanese buyers are liable to higher taxes compared to passenger cars.
Nevertheless, the initial orders for the vehicle exceeded 2, in the first month of sales. It features
an updated front grille styling similar to the North American market Tacoma and an updated
front bumper with LED fog lights. A new variant was introduced in the Thai market called the
"Hilux Revo Rocco". The Rocco has a grey rear bumper bar, inch alloy wheels with all-terrain
tyres, a black sports bar with bed liner, Rocco insignia, gloss black grille, black metallic trim on
the interior along with a redesigned instrument cluster. The engine and safety features for the
Rocco remain unchanged. The facelifted model was introduced in Malaysia as Hilux L-Edition in
In the Philippines, the facelift model was introduced in February This facelift model is only

available for the new top-of-the-line 'Conquest' variant. The second facelift model received
revised front and rear fascias with LED headlamps and tail-lamps, and redesigned inch alloy
wheels. The power and torque figures for 2. The Hilux has often been described as having a
high level of durability and reliability during sustained heavy use or even abuse. In the later
series 8 , episode 3, a Hilux was chosen by Jeremy Clarkson as his platform for creating an
amphibious vehicle though by the end of that episode the Hilux failed to start , and in the Top
Gear: Polar Special Clarkson and James May raced a specially modified model Hilux to the
magnetic north pole from Northern Canada â€” making the truck the first motor vehicle to make
it to the magnetic north pole. Despite being discontinued in Japan prior to , the Hilux has been
popularly grey-imported throughout private importers. This fact, along with the existing Hilux
users' requests, propelled Toyota to revive the Hilux in Japan after it had been discontinued 13
years earlier. Driver Giniel de Villiers achieved third place in the , second place overall in the ,
4th in the , and again second place in the These however, were heavily modified non-production
versions built around a custom racing-only tubular chassis and using a larger capacity Toyota
V8 engine. Giniel achieved third place with it in , 5th in , 3rd in and 9th in Due to its durability
and reliability, the Toyota Hilux, along with the larger Toyota Land Cruiser , has become popular
among militant groups in war-torn regions as a technical. It's ubiquitous to insurgent warfare.
The s Toyota War between Libya and Chad was so named because of the heavy, very
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Toyota Hilux? The indestructible truck from the 90s before the Toyota Tacoma made its debut?
With so many legendary titles being revived in the United States, the Toyota Hilux could also
come back. The Toyota Hilux was first introduced in as a compact truck that could go anywhere.
It even had an independent suspension instead of an on frame construction. Eventually, in the
90s, this compact truck became an excellent option for work fleets. Drivers loved the Toyota
Hilux as a luxury option that could get work done. It was versatile and provided a comfortable,
smooth ride. But the last time we saw a Toyota Hilux in the US was in ! Therefore, Toyota pulled
the Hilux from the states and replaced it with the midsize Toyota Tacoma. Some critics suggest
that the Toyota Hilux looks too similar to the Toyota Tacoma to return to the states and should
get a full redesign first. Other critics love the Hilux and want it here now. The Toyota Hilux has a
2. There is also a 2. This Hilux is available with a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic
transmission. Plus, the new engine gets about 30 mpg combined, which is pretty good for a
truck. Continuing its reputation for a luxurious and capable ride, the Toyota Hilux gained new
shock absorbers, an improved leaf suspension design, and new bushings. The Toyota Hilux is a
few inches shorter than the Toyota Tacoma. Also, the Toyota Tacoma has a 3. In terms of
muscle, the Toyota Hilux takes the crown with the ability to tow up to 7, lb. It can also carry a
payload of up to 2, lb. Meanwhile, the Toyota Tacoma can tow up to 6, lb and carry a payload of
up to 1, lb. As automakers continue trending toward making smaller trucks like the Hyundai
Santa Fe, Ford Maverick, and Ram , the Toyota Hilux would have a great chance to do well here.
Too bad it has some work to do in order to meet the emission standards in the US. What
Happened to the Toyota Hilux? Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Pictorial
index For safety. How to read the gauges and meters, the variety of. Opening and closing the
doors and windows,. Operations and advice which are necessary for driving. Usage of the
interior features, etc. Caring for your vehicle and maintenance procedures. What to do in case
of malfunction or emergency. Summary of Contents for Toyota Hilux Page 1: Pictorial Index
Pictorial index Search by illustration For safety Make sure to read through them and security
Instrument How to read the gauges and meters, the variety of cluster warning lights and
indicators, etc. Operation of Opening and closing the doors and windows, each component
adjustment before driving, etc. For safe use Type A Page 3 Opening and closing Refueling the
windows Opening the fuel tank Power windows Using the driving support smart-cab models..
Using an external device Interior features Listening to an iPod Using the air conditioning Using
the AUX port Page 5 Steps to take in an Maintenance and care emergency If your vehicle needs
to be towed Maintenance and care If you think something is Cleaning and protecting wrong
Specifications Maintenance data fuel, oil level, etc. Customization Customizable features..
Initialization Item to initialize Page 8: For Your Information Accessories, spare parts and
modification of your Toyota Both genuine Toyota and a wide variety of other spare parts and
accessories for Toyota vehicles are currently available on the market. Should it be deter If the
vehicle is scrapped with the airbags and seat belt pretensioners left as they are, this may cause
an accident such as fire. Alcohol and certain drugs delay reaction time, impair judgment and
reduce coordination, which could lead to an accident that could result in death or serious injury.
Models for Caucasus area etc. Blank: Models for Kazakhstan etc. Page 13 The label or plate is
placed as shown in the following illustrations. NOTICE: Explains something that, if not obeyed,
could cause damage to or a malfunction in the vehicle or its equipment. Indicates operating or
working procedures. Follow the steps 1 2 3 in numerical order. Page 17 Pictorial index
Windshield wipers Page 19 Pictorial index Meters Page 21 Pictorial index 1, 2 Audio remote
control switches Page 22 Pictorial index Emergency flasher switch Page 24 Pictorial index Cup
holders Page 25 Pictorial index Inside rear view mirror Page 27 Pictorial index Meters Page 29
Pictorial index 1, 2 Audio remote control switches Page 30 Pictorial index Emergency flasher

switch Page 32 Pictorial index Cup holders Page 33 Pictorial index Inside rear view mirror Page
34 Pictorial index For safe use Before driving Child safety Front passenger occupant
classification system.. Page For Safe Use For safe use Before driving Floor mat Use only floor
mats designed specifically for vehicles of the same model and model year as your vehicle. Fix
them securely in place onto the carpet. Insert the retaining hooks clips into the floor mat
eyelets. Turn the upper knob of each retaining hook clip to secure the floor mats in place. Page
For Safety Drive For safe use For safety drive For safe driving, adjust the seat and mirror to an
appropriate position before driving. Correct driving posture Adjust the angle of the seat- back
so that you are sitting straight up and so that you do not have to lean forward to steer. Page
Adjusting The Mirrors For safe use Adjusting the mirrors Make sure that you can see backward
clearly by adjusting the inside and outside rear view mirrors properly. Failure to do so may
result in death or serious injury. Page Seat Belts For safe use Seat belts Make sure that all
occupants are wearing their seat belts before driving the vehicle. Page 41 For safe use
Fastening and releasing the seat belt To fasten the seat belt, push the plate into the buckle until
a click sound is heard. To release the seat belt, press the release button. Release button
Adjusting the seat belt shoulder anchor height if equipped for front seats Push the seat belt
shoulder anchor down while pulling the Page 43 Each seat belt should be used by one person
only. Do not use a seat belt for more than one person at once, including children. Page 44
Ensure that the belt and plate are locked and the belt is not twisted. If the seat belt does not
function correctly, immediately contact any autho- rized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another
duly qualified and equipped pro- fessional. Page Srs Airbags They work together with the seat
belts to help reduce the risk of death or serious injury. Page 46 For safe use The main SRS
airbag system components are shown above. The SRS airbag system is controlled by the airbag
sensor assembly. As the airbags deploy, a chemical reaction in the inflators quickly fills the
airbags with non-toxic gas to help restrain the motion of the occu- pants. Page 48 An infant or
child who is too small to use a seat belt should be properly secured using a child restraint
system. Toyota strongly recommends that all infants and children be placed in the rear seats if
equipped of the vehicle and properly restrained. Page 49 Page 50 Vehicles without SRS side and
curtain shield airbags: If the areas where the SRS airbags are stored, such as the steering wheel
pad, are damaged or cracked, have them replaced by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer,
or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page 51 Modification and disposal of SRS
airbag system components Do not dispose of your vehicle or perform any of the following
modifications without consulting any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped professional. The SRS airbags may malfunction or deploy inflate
accidentally, causing death or serious injury. Page 52 Page 53 Con- tact any authorized Toyota
dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional as soon as possible.
Page 55 Page Exhaust Gas Precautions The exhaust system needs to be checked periodically. If
there is a hole or crack caused by corrosion, damage to a joint or abnormal exhaust noise, be
sure to have the vehicle inspected and repaired by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or
another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page Child Safety This system detects the
conditions of the front passenger seat and activates or deactivates the devices for the front
passenger. Page 58 Page 59 Page 60 Child safety : The system judges a person of adult size as
an adult. Page 61 Do not kick the front passenger seat or subject it to severe impact. Otherwise, the SRS warning light may come on to indicate a malfunction of the front passenger
occupant classification system. In this case, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer,
or another duly qualified and equipped professional immediately. Only deactivate the airbag
when using a child restraint system on the front passenger seat. Have the vehicle inspected by
any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional.
Page Riding With Children Child safety Riding with children Observe the following precautions
when children are in the vehi- cle. Toyota genuine child restraint systems are made specifically
for Toyota vehicles. They can be purchased at a Toyota dealer. According to acci- dent
statistics, the child is safer when properly restrained in the rear seat than in the front seat. Page
Child Restraint System Child safety Child restraint system Install the available child restraint
system in vehicle upon confirming the following items. Page 68 Confirm in accordance with the
child restraint system compatibility table. The child restraint system which conforms to the
standard of ECE R44 is categorized into 5 groups according to the weight of the child. Page 69
Installation method Page Seat belt attach- P. Page 71 Page 72 When installing a forward- facing
child restraint on the front pas- senger seat, move the seat as far back as possible. Page 76
Move the front seat fully rearward. Page 78 Child safety Key of letters inserted in the above
table: X: Not suitable seat position for children in this mass group. Page 79 Child safety The
child restraint systems mentioned in the table may not be avail- able outside the EU area. Page
80 Front seat Adjust the seatback angle to the most upright position. Page 81 If your child

restraint system does not provide a locking clip, you can purchase the following item from any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional:
Locking clip for child restraint system Part No. Tags displaying the location of the anchors are
attached to the seats. Page 83 Page 84 Page 87 Child restraint system category can be found in
the child restraint system manual. Page 88 If the head restraint interferes with your child
restraint system, and the head restraint can be removed, remove the head restraint. Page 89
Use anchor bracket when fixing the top strap. Page 91 Child safety Pull up the anchor strap
router. Route the top strap through Anchor strap router the anchor strap router as shown in the
illustration. Latch the hook onto the anchor bracket and tighten the top strap. Make sure the top
strap is Anchor bracket securely latched. Page 92 Page Theft Deterrent System Never leave the
keys inside the vehicle when you leave the vehi- cle. Page 94 Page 95 Page 96 Theft deterrent
system Page 97 Page 98 Page 99 If modified or removed, the proper operation of the system
cannot be guaranteed. Page Alarm The alarm will be deactivated or stopped after a few
seconds. Page Instrument Cluster Warning Lights 2. For the purpose of explanation, the
following illustrations dis- play all warning lights and indicators illuminated. Page 2. Page There
may be a malfunction in a system if a light does not come on, or if the lights do not turn off.
Have the vehicle inspected by any autho- rized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped pro- fessional. Page Have the vehicle inspected by any authorized
Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional Page Gauges
And Meters 2. Instrument cluster Gauges and meters Vehicles without multi-information display
Vehicles with multi-information display type A Instrument cluster Vehicles with
multi-information display type B The units used on the speedometer may differ depending on
the target region. Tachometer Displays the engine speed in revolutions per minute. Outside
temperature Displays the outside temperature. Instrument cluster Shift position and shift range
automatic transmission Displays the selected shift position or selected shift range. Changing
the display Vehicles without multi-information display Pressing this button switches between
odometer and trip meter dis- plays. Take your vehicle to any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page Trip Information 2. The
following information will be displayed when a menu icon is selected. Instrument cluster
Operating the meter control switches The multi-information display is operated using the meter
control switches. Instrument cluster Settings display The settings of the following items can be
changed, refer to P. Fuel consumption comparison Displays the set fuel consumption that is
compared with the actual fuel con- sumption. Always drive safely in accordance with road and
traffic conditions. Page Fuel Consumption Information 2. Instrument cluster Key information
Keys Opening, closing and locking the doors Side doors Adjusting the seats Front seats Key
Information Key information Keys The keys The following keys are provided with the vehicle.
The mechanical key can only be inserted in one direction, as the key only has grooves on one
side. Key information Key information For vehicles sold in Serbia Page If the electronic key
remains lost, the risk of vehicle theft increases signifi- cantly. Visit any authorized Toyota dealer
or repairer, or another duly quali- fied and equipped professional immediately with all remaining
electronic keys that were provided with your vehicle. Page Side Doors Opening, closing and
locking the doors Side doors The vehicle can be locked and unlocked using the entry func- tion,
wireless remote control, key or door lock switch. Opening, closing and locking the doors
Locking the front doors from the outside without a key Move the inside lock button to the lock
position. Close the door while pulling the door handle. Opening, closing and locking the doors
Access panels smart-cab models only The access panels rear door can be opened using the
inside handle. Open the front door widely. Pull from the outside or push from the inside the
inside han- dle of the access panels. Page Tailgate Locking and unlocking the tailgate vehicles
with key hole Lock with the master key or the mechanical key Unlock with the master key or the
mechanical key Opening the tailgate Type A Opening, closing and locking the doors Type B Pull
the handle and open the tail- gate slowly. The support stays will hold the tail- gate horizontal.
After closing the tailgate, try pulling it toward you to make sure it is securely locked. The driver
should always carry the electronic key. Take appropriate mea- sures in response to any warning
message on the multi-information display. Page To prevent theft of the vehicle, do not leave the
electronic key within 2 m 6 ft. Ask any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped professional for details. Page Retrieve the electronic key from the
vehicle and lock the doors again. Opening, closing and locking the doors If necessary, the entry
function can be disabled. Ask any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified
and equipped professional for details, such as the frequency of radio waves and timing of the
emitting radio waves. Adjusting The Seats Page Rear Seats Pull the seat cushions up and then
pull toward the front of vehicle. The seat cushions can be removed separately. Adjusting the
seats Anchor the strap to the head restraint. Type B Pull the head restraints up. Pull the straps

and raise the bottom cushions. The latch under the bottom cush- ions will release allowing the
bot- tom cushions to be raised. Adjusting the seats Anchor the straps to the head restraints.
Page Head Restraints Adjusting the seats Head restraints Front seats Adjustable type Pull the
head restraints up. Down Push the head restraint down while pressing the lock release button.
Lock release button Integrated type Head restraints cannot be adjusted and removed. Rear
seats if equipped Adjustable type Pull the head restraints up. Page Steering Wheel Adjusting
the steering wheel and mirrors Steering wheel Adjustment procedure Hold the steering wheel
and push the lever down. Type A Adjust to the ideal position by moving the steering wheel vertically. After adjustment, pull the lever up to secure the steering wheel. Adjusting the steering
wheel and mirrors Horn To sound the horn, press on or close to the mark. The horn may not
sound if the steering wheel is not securely locked. Page Inside Rear View Mirror Adjusting the
height of rear view mirror The height of the rear view mirror can be adjusted to suit your driving
posture. Page Outside Rear View Mirrors Adjusting the steering wheel and mirrors Outside rear
view mirrors Adjustment procedure Manual adjustable type Adjust a mirror. Power adjustable
type To select a mirror to adjust, turn the switch. Left Right To adjust the mirror, move the
switch. Right Down Left Power folding type Press the switch. Failure to do so may result in loss
of control of the vehicle and cause an accident, resulting in death or serious injury. Opening
And Closing The Windows Opening and closing the windows Type C Closing Opening
One-touch opening One-touch closing : To stop the window partway, operate the switch in the
opposite direction. Window lock switch Press the switch down to lock the passenger window
switches. Use this switch to prevent children from accidentally opening or clos- ing a passenger
window. Page If you release the switch while the window is moving, start again from the
beginning. If the window movement reverses and can not be closed or completely open, have
the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and
equipped professional. In order to prevent accidental operation, especially by a child, do not let
a child operate the power windows. Opening and closing the windows Quarter windows
smart-cab models Opening and closing procedures The quarter windows can be opened and
closed using the latch han- dle. To open the quarter windows, pull the latch handle toward you
and swing it fully out. To close the quarter windows, reverse the opening procedure. Page Back
Window Sliding Type Opening and closing the windows Back window sliding type Opening and
closing procedures The back window can be opened and closed using the lock release lever. To
open the back window, push the lock release lever and slide the back window. To close the
back window, reverse the opening procedure. Opening and closing the windows Page Driving
Driving Before driving Operating the lights and wipers Driving the vehicle Page Driving The
Vehicle Before driving Stopping Automatic transmission With the shift lever in D, depress the
brake pedal. If necessary, set the parking brake. If the vehicle is to be stopped for an extended
period of time, shift the shift lever to P or N. Before driving Manual transmission While
depressing the clutch pedal, depress the brake pedal. Shift the shift lever to N. Driving condition
Idling time Normal city driving Not necessary Constant speed of approx. Turning the engine off
while driving will not cause loss of steering or braking control, but the power assist to these
systems will be lost. If the vehicle is in any gear other than P vehicles with automatic transmission only or N, the vehicle may accelerate suddenly and unexpectedly, causing an accident. Do
not leave the vehicle unattended while the engine is running. Page Have any authorized Toyota
dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional inspect the vehicle as
soon as Failure to do so may cause the vehicle to move or the vehicle may acceler- ate
suddenly if the accelerator pedal is accidentally depressed. Page Cargo And Luggage Before
driving Cargo and luggage Take notice of the following information about storage precau- tions,
cargo capacity and load. Toyota also does not recommend the installation of a tow hitch or the
use of a tow hitch carrier for a wheelchair, scooter, bicy- cle, etc. Your vehicle is not designed
for trailer towing or for the use of tow hitch mounted carriers. Page Trailer Towing Models For
Model Code Destination W Toyota warranties do not apply to damage or malfunction caused by
towing a trailer for commercial purposes. Ask your local authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or
another duly qualified and equipped professional for further details before towing, as there are
additional legal requirements in some countries. Exceeding this weight is danger- ous.
Exceeding this weight is dangerous. Maximum permissible rear axle capacity The weight borne
by the rear axle should not exceed the maxi- mum permissible rear axle capacity. Steer straight
ahead. Do not try to control trailer swaying by turning the steering wheel. Before driving
Guidance Your vehicle will handle differently when towing a trailer. The vehicle may also be
rocked by passing buses or large trucks. Frequently check behind when mov- ing alongside
such vehicles. As soon as such vehicle movement occurs, immediately start to decelerate
smoothly by slowly applying the brakes. Page kg lb. If it is not clear that your vehicle meets
relevant standards, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified

and equipped professional. Check that the shift lever is set in P. Firmly depress the brake pedal.
Driving procedures Manual transmission diesel engine Check that the parking brake is set.
Check that the shift lever is set in N. Firmly depress the clutch pedal. Starting the engine
Automatic transmission Check that the parking brake is set. Driving procedures Manual
transmission Check that the parking brake is set. A message will be displayed on the
multi-information display. If it is not displayed, the engine cannot be started. Driving procedures
Stopping the engine Automatic transmission Stop the vehicle. Shift the shift lever to P. Set the
parking brake. Release the brake pedal and check that the display on the instru- ment cluster is
off. Manual transmission Stop the vehicle. Driving procedures Changing engine switch modes
Modes can be changed by pressing the engine switch with brake pedal vehicles with automatic
transmission or clutch pedal vehicles with manual transmission released. The mode changes
each time the switch is pressed. The emergency flashers can be used. Have the vehicle
inspected by any autho- rized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped
profes- sional immediately. Do not depress the accelerator pedal while starting the engine under
any circumstances. Doing so may cause an accident resulting in death or serious injury. Page
Do not race a cold engine. Page Automatic Transmission When shifting the shift lever between
P and D, make sure that the vehicle is completely stopped. Driving procedures Selecting the
driving mode The following modes can be selected to suit driving conditions. Driving
procedures Selecting shift ranges in the S position To enter S mode, shift the shift lever to S.
Shift ranges can be selected by operating the shift lever, allowing you to drive in the shift range
of your choosing. The shift range can be selected by the shift lever. Upshifting Downshifting
The selected shift range, from 1 to Have the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer
or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional immediately. Page When the
warning message goes out, the vehicle can be driven again. If the warning message does not go
out after waiting a while, have your vehi- cle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page Manual Transmission If it is
difficult to shift in reverse, shift the shift lever to N, release the clutch pedal momentarily, and
then try again. Driving procedures Selecting the driving mode if equipped The following modes
can be selected to suit driving conditions. To improve air conditioning performance, adjust the
fan speed or turn off Eco drive mode. Page Turn Signal Lever Driving procedures Turn signal
lever Operating instructions Right turn Left turn Lane change to the right push and hold the
lever partway The right hand signals will flash until you release the lever. Lane change to the
left push and hold the lever partway The left hand signals will flash until you release the lever.
Page Parking Brake Driving procedures Parking brake Sets the parking brake Fully pull the
parking brake while depressing the brake pedal. At this time, the parking brake indi- cator light
will come on. Releases the parking brake Slightly raise the lever and lower it completely while
pressing the but- ton. Operating the lights and wipers Headlight switch The headlights can be
operated manually or automatically. Operating instructions Turning the end of the lever turns on
the lights as follows: Type A The headlights, front posi- tion, tail, license plate, instrument panel
daytime running lights if Operating the lights and wipers Type B Vehicles without day- time
running light sys- tem: Off. Vehicles with daytime running light system: daytime running lights
turn on. Operating the lights and wipers Turning on the high beam headlights With the
headlights on, push the lever away from you to turn on the high beams. Pull the lever toward
you to the center position to turn the high beams off. Page Fog Light Switch Page Windshield
Wipers And Washer Operating the lights and wipers Windshield wipers and washer Operating
the wiper lever The wiper operation is selected by moving the lever as follows. Increases
intermittent windshield wiper frequency Decreases the intermittent windshield wiper frequency
Do not try to clear it with a pin or other object. The nozzle will be damaged. Make sure that the
ethanol blended gasoline to be used has a Research Octane Number that follows the above.
Page Refueling Turn the fuel tank cap slowly to open. Make sure not to hold and turn the key.
Doing so may cause a fire or other incident which may result in death or serious injury. Cruise
control indicator will come Press the button again to deacti- vate the cruise control. Using the
driving support systems Adjusting the set speed To change the set speed, operate the lever
until the desired set speed is obtained. Increases the speed Decreases the speed Fine
adjustment: Momentarily move the lever in the desired direc- tion. Page If the cruise control
speed cannot be set or if the cruise control cancels imme- diately after being activated, there
may be a malfunction in the cruise control system. Doing so may result in loss of control and
could cause an accident resulting in death or serious injury. Page Rear View Monitor System
The screen illustrations used in this text are intended as examples, and may differ from the
image that is actually displayed on the screen. Because this, objects will appear to be fur- ther
away than they actually are. On the screen, it appears that a truck is park- ing at point. However,
in reality if you back up to point , you will hit the truck. Page If you notice any of the following

symptoms, refer to the likely cause and the solution, and re-check. If the symptom is not
resolved by the solution, have the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Likely cause Using the driving
support systems Likely cause Solution The image is out of alignment Have the vehicle
inspected by any The camera or surrounding area has authorized Toyota dealer or repairer,
received a strong impact. When backing up, be sure to visually check all around the vehicle
both directly and using the mirrors before proceeding. If this happens, have the vehicle
inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped
professional as soon as possible. Page Four-Wheel Drive System H2 high speed position, twowheel drive Use this for normal driving on dry - surfaced roads. This position hard gives greater
economy, quietest ride and least wear. Turn the front-wheel drive control switch to H4. The
four-wheel drive indicator light will come on. With your foot off the accelerator pedal, depress
the clutch pedal. The low speed four-wheel drive indicator light will go off. Stop the slipping or
spinning before shifting. Driving on dry and hard surface roads in H4 or L4 position may cause
drive com- ponent oil leakage, seizure, or other problems resulting in an accident. Page Rear
Differential Lock System This differential lock system is effective in case one of the rear wheels
is spinning. Using the driving support systems Using the rear differential lock system
Automatic transmission 4WD models only: Before using the rear differential lock system, try
turning the front-wheel drive control switch to L4. If this is not suffi- cient, use the rear
differential lock system as well. Be sure to stop the wheels. Have the vehicle inspected by any
autho- rized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped profes- sional.
Page Driving Assist Systems Using the driving support systems Driving assist systems To help
enhance driving safety and performance, the following systems operate automatically in
response to various driving situations. Be aware, however, that these systems are supplementary and should not be relied upon too heavily when operat- ing the vehicle. Pressing to
turn the system off may make it easier for you to rock the vehicle in order to free it. Contact any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional.
Consult any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped
professional. Contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and
equipped professional for further information when replacing tires or wheels. Depending on
many factors such as the conditions of the vehicle, trailer, road surface, and driving
environment, the Trailer Sway Control sys- tem may not be effective. Page Downhill Assist
Control System In the above cases, have your vehicle checked by any authorized Toyota dealer
or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Stop the vehicle in a safe
place. Page DPF system warning message appears on the display. In this event, dam- age may
be caused to the vehicle or an accident may occur. Have the vehi- cle inspected by any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional
immediately. Page Driving Tips Driving tips Winter driving tips Carry out the necessary
preparations and inspections before driving the vehicle in winter. Always drive the vehicle in a
man- ner appropriate to the prevailing weather conditions. Driving tips When driving the vehicle
Accelerate the vehicle slowly, keep a safe distance between you and the vehicle ahead, and
drive at a reduced speed suitable to road con- ditions. When parking the vehicle in the winter
time or in the cold lati- tudes Park the vehicle and move the shift lever to P automatic transmission or 1 or R manual transmission without setting the parking Failing to do so may result in a
loss of vehicle control and cause death or serious injury. Driving tips Page Audio System Audio
system Basic Operations Using an external device Audio system types Using the audio system
Page Audio System Types Page Steering Wheel Audio Switches Operation may differ depending
on the type of audio system or navigation system. For details, refer to the manual provided with
the audio system or navigation system. The audio source changes as follows each time the
button is pressed. If a mode cannot be used, it will be skipped. Using The Audio System Using
the audio system Optimal use of the audio system The sound quality, volume balance and ASL
settings can be adjusted. Using The Radio Type A The station list will be displayed. Page Traffic
Information Page Cd Player Operation Page If an error message is displayed, refer to the
following table and take the appropriate measures. If the problem is not rectified, take the
vehicle to any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped
professional. This format compresses audio data to a size smaller than that of the MP3 for- mat.
Playback may not be possible or the audio may jump if the disc is scratched or marked with
fingerprints. Also, do not use 8 cm 3 in. CD adapters, DualDiscs or printable discs. Page Using
An External Device Using an external device Listening to an iPod Connecting an iPod enables
you to enjoy music from the vehicle speakers. The song list will be displayed. If there are
continuing texts, is displayed. Press and hold TEXT to display the remaining texts. The
temperature inside the vehicle may become high, resulting in damage to the iPod. Page

Listening Usb Memory Device The folder list will be displayed. This format compresses audio
data to a size smaller than that of the MP3 format. Page Using The Aux Port Display A message,
name, number, etc. Lower-case characters and special characters may not be displayed. Using
Bluetooth devices Microphone You can use the microphone when talking on the phone. The
person you are speaking to can be heard from the speakers. Using Bluetooth devices Using the
steering wheel switches The steering wheel switches can be used to operate a connected
cellular phone, or portable digital audio player portable player. The list of registered cellular
phones will be displayed. The list of registered portable play- ers will be displayed. Input the
number 1 digit at a time. Press YES. Change the call volume. To set the volume, press BACK. To
set the selected ring tone, press BACK. Repeat play Pressing RPT changes modes in the
following order Bluetooth Phone Receiving a phone call Answering the phone Press the
off-hook switch. Refusing the call Press the on-hook switch. Receiving a call when on another
call Press the off-hook switch. Pressing the off-hook switch again returns you to the previous
call. Bluetooth Phone Speaking on the phone Transferring a call A call can be transferred
between the cellular phone and system while dialing, receiving a call, or during a call. Use one
of the following methods: a. Operate the cellular phone. Refer to the manual that comes with the
cellular phone for the operation of the phone. Otherwise, voice echo will increase. This
equipment has very low levels of RF energy that it deemed to comply without maximum
permissive exposure evaluation MPE. Page Interior Features Interior features Using the air
conditioning Using the interior lights system and defogger Interior lights list Page Manual Air
Conditioning System The mode switches between introduces air from outside the vehi- cle and
recycles air inside the vehicle each time the lever is moved. Turning if equipped on will
dehumidify the air from the outlets and defog the windshield effectively. Page Automatic Air
Conditioning System Air conditioning controls This illustration is for a left-hand drive vehicle.
Some button positions differ for right-hand drive vehicles. Air flows to the upper body. Air flows
to the upper body and feet. Press if the recirculated air mode is used. Using the air conditioning
system and defogger Side outlets Direct air flow to the left or right, up or down. Close the vents.
Rear outlets Direct air flow to the left or right, up or down. During cooling operation, setting the
recirculated air mode will also cool the vehicle interior effectively. Page Seat Heaters Turns on
the front right seat heater The indicator light comes on. Using The Interior Lights They turn off
when the doors are closed. Page Using The Storage Features Page Cup Holders Page Bottle
Holders Other items may be thrown out of the holders in the event of sudden brak- ing, sudden
swerving or an accident, cause injury. If possible, cover hot drinks to prevent burns. Page
Auxiliary Boxes Press in and pull the cup holder, and push the cup tray. Type C Type D Press in
the lid. The auxiliary box is useful for tem- porarily storing sunglasses and similar small items.
Using the storage features Type G if equipped : The shape of the auxiliary box may differ
depending on the grade, etc. Page Luggage Compartment Features Using the storage features
Luggage compartment features Deck hooks if equipped Deck hooks are provided for securing
loose items. Using the other interior features Other interior features Sun visors To set the visor
in the forward position, flip it down. To set the visor in the side posi- tion, flip down, unhook,
and swing it to the side. Vanity mirror if equipped Open the cover to use. Page Clock Using the
other interior features Clock The clock can be adjusted by pressing the buttons. Adjusts the
hours Adjusts the minutes Rounds to the nearest hour : e. Page Power Outlets When using
electronic goods, make sure that the power consumption of all the connected power outlets is
less than W. Page Grocery Bag Hooks Page Coat Hooks Using the other interior features Coat
hooks if equipped The coat hooks are provided above the back window. Armrest if equipped
Fold down the armrest for use. Page Maintenance And Care Maintenance and care Maintenance
and care Cleaning and protecting the vehicle exterior.. Maintenance Maintenance requirements
Do-it-yourself maintenance Do-it-yourself service precautions Do not use hard brushes or
abrasive cleaners. Do not use strong or harsh chemical clean- ers. Use the same mild detergent
and wax as used on the paint. Wipe dirty surfaces with a cloth dampened with lukewarm water.
Use a sponge or brush to apply the foam. Page Maintenance Maintenance Requirements
Scheduled maintenance Scheduled maintenance should be performed at specified intervals
according to the maintenance schedule. Do-it-yourself maintenance What about do-it-yourself
maintenance? Many maintenance items are easy to do yourself if you have a little mechanical
ability and a few basic automotive tools. Your vehicle may need adjustment or repair.
Do-it-yourself maintenance WARNING The engine compartment contains many mechanisms
and fluids that may move suddenly, become hot, or become electrically energized. To avoid
death or serious injury, observe the following precautions. Page Hood Do-it-yourself
maintenance Hood Release the lock from the inside of the vehicle to open the hood. Pull the
hood lock release lever. The hood will pop up slightly. Pull up the auxiliary catch lever and lift
the hood. Hold the hood open by inserting the supporting rod into either of the slots. If the hood

is not locked properly, it may open while the vehicle is in motion and cause an accident, which
may result in death or serious injury. Page Engine Compartment Do-it-yourself maintenance
Engine oil With the engine at operating temperature and turned off, check the oil level on the
dipstick. After warming up the engine and turning it off, wait more than 5 minutes for the oil to
drain back into the bottom of the engine. Make sure to check the oil type and prepare the items
needed before adding oil. Page Dispose of used oil and filters only in a safe and acceptable
manner. Do not dispose of used oil and filters in household trash, in sewers or onto the ground.
Call any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped
professional, service station or auto parts store for information concerning recycling or
disposal. Page Check the radiator, condenser and intercooler and clear away any for- eign
objects. If any of the above parts is extremely dirty or you are not sure of their condition, have
your vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified
and equipped pro- fessional. Do-it-yourself maintenance Battery Check the battery as follows.
Upper line Lower line If the fluid level is at or below the lower line, add distilled water. Page If
the system will not start even after multiple attempts, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Also, be sure all accessories are
turned off. Water spilled during battery recharging may cause corro- sion. Page Even if you
decide to drain it yourself, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped pro- fessional. The water in the fuel filter needs to be drained if one of
the following Page Tires Do-it-yourself maintenance Tires Replace or rotate tires in accordance
with maintenance sched- ules and treadwear. Checking tires Check if the treadwear indicators
are showing on the tires. Also check the tires for uneven wear, such as excessive wear on one
side of the tread. Page Tire Rotation A tire goes flat repeatedly or cannot be properly repaired
due to the size or location of a cut or other damage If you are not sure, consult with any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page
Do not mix tires of different makes, models or tread patterns. Also, do not mix tires of
remarkably different treadwear. Page Air Conditioning Filter Do-it-yourself maintenance Air
conditioning filter The air conditioning filter must be changed regularly to maintain air
conditioning efficiency. Open the glove box. Page Inspect and replace the air conditioning filter
according to the maintenance schedule. In dusty areas or areas with heavy traffic flow, early
replacement may be required. Do-it-yourself maintenance Remove the depleted battery. Remove
the cover. To prevent damage to the key, cover the tip of the screwdriver with a rag. Page
Checking And Replacing Fuses Do-it-yourself maintenance Checking and replacing fuses If any
of the electrical components do not operate, a fuse may have blown. If this happens, check and
replace the fuses as nec- essary. Do-it-yourself maintenance Under the instrument panel
right-hand drive vehicles Remove cover equipped. Remove the lid. Remove the nut and the cowl
side panel. Remove the fuse. Only type A fuse can be removed using the pullout tool. Page
Replace the blown fuse with a new fuse of an appropriate amperage rat- ing. The amperage
rating can be found on the fuse box lid. Type E: Contact any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page Light Bulbs As there is a
danger that components may be damaged, we recommend that replacement is carried out by
any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional.
Preparing for light bulb replacement Check the wattage of the light bulb to be replaced. Release
the bulb retaining spring. Remove the bulb. To install a new bulb, align the tabs of the bulb with
the cutouts of the mounting hole. Turn the bulb base counter- clockwise. Replace the light bulb,
and install the bulb base. Align the 3 tabs on the light bulb with the mounting, and insert.
Do-it-yourself maintenance Install the connector Shake the bulb base gently to check that it is
not loose, turn the headlight high beams on once and visually confirm that no light is leaking
through the mounting. Remove the light bulb. When installing, reverse the steps listed.
Do-it-yourself maintenance Vehicles with LED headlights To allow enough working space, turn
steering wheel to the opposite side where bulb replaced is located. Remove the screws and
clips. Do-it-yourself maintenance Partly remove the fender liner and turn the bulb base
counterclockwise. Fender liner Bumper Remove the light bulb. Vehicles without steel bumper
Vehicles with steel bumper Removing the clip Installing the clip Type A Do-it-yourself
maintenance Partly remove the fender liner and unplug the connector while pressing the lock
release. Vehicles without steel bumper Vehicles with steel bumper Fender liner Bumper Turn
the bulb base counter- clockwise. Do-it-yourself maintenance Turn and secure the bulb base.
Install the connector Shake the bulb base gently to check that it is not loose, turn the front fog
lights on once and visually confirm that no light is leaking through the mounting. When
installing the fender liner, screws and clips, reverse the removing procedure in steps Page
mirror mounted type and high mounted stoplight if equipped consists of a number of LEDs. If
any of the LEDs burn out, take your vehicle to any autho- rized Toyota dealer or repairer, or

another duly qualified and equipped profes- sional to have the light replaced. Do not attempt to
replace the bulb immediately after turning off the lights. The bulbs become very hot and may
cause burns. When it is unavoidable to hold the glass portion, use and hold with a clean dry
cloth to avoid getting moisture and oils on the bulb. Page When Trouble Arises When trouble
arises Essential information Fuel pump shut off system gasoline engine Emergency flashers
Steps to take in an sounds Page Emergency Flashers Essential information Emergency flashers
The emergency flashers are used to warn other drivers when the vehicle has to be stopped in
the road due to a breakdown, etc. Press the switch. All the turn signal lights will flash. To turn
them off, press the switch once again. Essential information If your vehicle has to be stopped in
an emergency Only in an emergency, such as if it becomes impossible to stop the vehicle in the
normal way, stop the vehicle using the follow- ing procedure: Steadily step on the brake pedal
with both feet and firmly depress it. Do not pump the brake pedal repeatedly as this will
increase the effort required to slow the vehicle. Decelerate as much as possible before turning
off the engine. Page Steps To Take In An Emergency Situations when it is necessary to contact
dealers before towing The following may indicate a problem with your transmission. Contact
any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional or
commercial towing service before towing. Steps to take in an emergency Towing with a
wheel-lift type truck From the front From the rear Use a towing dolly under the rear Use a towing
dolly under the wheels. Using a flatbed truck If your vehicle is transported by a flatbed truck, it
should be tied down at the locations shown in the illustration. Steps to take in an emergency
Emergency towing If a tow truck is not available in an emergency, your vehicle may be
temporarily towed using cables or chains secured to the emergency towing hooks. Page If You
Think Something Is Wrong If you think something is wrong If you notice any of the following
symptoms, your vehicle proba- bly needs adjustment or repair. Contact any authorized Toyota
dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped pro- fessional as soon as possible.
Steps to take in an emergency Fuel pump shut off system gasoline engine only To minimize the
risk of fuel leakage when the engine stalls or when an airbag inflates upon collision, the fuel
pump shut off system stops the supply of fuel to the engine. Follow the procedure below to
restart the engine after the system is activated. Page Fire Extinguisher Replace it with a new
one as soon as possible after using it. If a non-genuine Toyota fire extinguisher is used, it may
not be possible to secure the fire extinguisher properly and it may come loose. Warning light
and warning buzzer list Page Indicates a malfunction in the four-wheel drive system when the
light flashes rapidly and a buzzer does not sound. Low speed four-wheel drive indicator light if
equipped Indicates a malfunction in the four-wheel drive system when the light flashes rapidly.
Page If the fuel tank is empty, refuel the vehicle imme- diately. The malfunction indicator lamp
will go off after several trips. If the malfunction indicator lamp does not go off, contact any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional as
soon as possible. If any of the warning lights comes on again after the following actions have
been performed, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and
equipped professional. Page The warning lights and warning buzzers operate as follows
depending on the content of the message. If a message indicates the need for inspection by a
dealer, have the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped pro- fessional immediately. Page The engine oil is scheduled to be
changed. Check and change the engine oil, and oil filter by any authorized Toyota dealer or
repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. After changing the engine oil, the
oil change system should be reset. Page The warning message will disappear when
regeneration is completed. How- ever, if this driving cannot be carried out, or if the message
does not disap- pear even after driving, have the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota
dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional imme- diately. Fail- ure to
do so may result in death or serious injury. If your have a flat tire, we recommend having your
vehicle towed by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly quali- fied and
equipped professional or a commercial towing service. Steps to take in an emergency Location
of the jack and tools Single-cab models The jack and tools are stored behind the seat.
Smart-cab models The jack and tools are stored under the lid. Double-cab models The jack and
tools are stored under the bottom cushion. Steps to take in an emergency Taking out the jack
and tool bag Single-cab models Unhook the strap and take out the tool bag. Take out the jack.
For loosening For tightening Steps to take in an emergency Smart-cab models Vehicles with
rear seat cushions: Remove the rear seat cushions. Unhook the strap and take out the tool bag.
Take out the tool bag. Steps to take in an emergency Taking out the spare tire Assemble the
jack handle end, jack handle extensions and wheel nut wrench. To assemble the jack handle
extension and wheel nut wrench, push in the projection on the jack handle extension. Steps to
take in an emergency Replacing a flat tire Chock the tires. Flat tire Wheel chock positions

Left-hand side Behind the rear right-hand side tire Front Right-hand side Behind the rear
left-hand side tire Left-hand side In front of the front right-hand side tire Rear Right-hand side In
front of the front left-hand side tire Steps to take in an emergency Type C Slightly loosen the
wheel nuts one turn. Assembling the jack handle. Front Under the cross member Steps to take
in an emergency Rear Under the rear axle housing Raise the vehicle until the tire is slightly
raised off the ground. When positioning the jack under the rear axle housing, make sure the
groove on the top of the jack fits with the rear axle housing. Steps to take in an emergency
Installing the spare tire Remove any dirt or foreign mat- ter from the wheel contact sur- face. If
foreign matter is on the wheel contact surface, the wheel nuts may loosen while the vehicle is in
motion, causing the tire to come off. Steps to take in an emergency Lower the vehicle. Firmly
tighten each wheel nut two or three times in the order shown in the illustration. Steps to take in
an emergency Type C Stowing the flat tire, jack and all tools Lay down the tire with the outer
side facing up, and hook the holding bracket as shown in the illustration. Raise the tire. After
the tire goes half way up, check that the suspended chain is able to enter the tire hole, for Page
A message indicating how to start the engine will be displayed on the multi-information display.
Press the engine switch. In the event that the engine still cannot be started, contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Vehicles
with manual transmission Shift the shift lever to N and press the engine switch as you normally
do when stopping the engine. You can also call any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or
another duly qualified and equipped professional or a qualified repair shop. When the battery is
depleted, have the vehicle inspected at any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped professional. In this case, initialize the power windows. Page Also,
battery performance may decrease and the engine may not be able to restart. Page When the
vent plug and indicator are close to the hold down bracket, the battery fluid sulfuric acid may
leak. Page If Your Vehicle Overheats After the engine has cooled down sufficiently, inspect the
hoses and radiator core radiator for any leaks. Radiator Cooling fan If a large amount of coolant
leaks, immediately contact any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly quali- fied
and equipped professional. Page Stop the engine immediately and contact any authorized
Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped profes- sional. If the fan is
operating: Have the vehicle inspected at the nearest authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or
another duly qualified and equipped professional. If the engine still does not start, contact any
authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. After
starting the engine, depress the accelerator pedal lightly until the engine runs smoothly. Steps
to take in an emergency If the vehicle becomes stuck Carry out the following procedures if the
tires spin or the vehicle becomes stuck in mud, dirt or snow: Stop the engine. Set the parking
brake and shift the shift lever to P automatic transmission or N manual transmission. The
vehicle may also lunge forward or lunge back suddenly as it becomes free. Page Vehicle
Specifications Vehicle specifications Dimensions mm Without rear bumper mm Overall length
mm With rear bumper mm Without over fender mm Overall width With over fender Runner kg lb.
Page The vehicle identification number VIN is the legal identifier for your vehicle. This is the
primary identification number for your Toyota. It is used in registering the ownership of your
vehicle. This number is stamped on the rear right frame. Models for model code destina- tion V
This number is also on the top left of the instrument panel. Displacement cm Oils with a lower
value before the W allow for easier starting of the engine in cold weather. Another motor oil of
matching quality can also be used. Specifications Recommended viscosity SAE : SAE 0W is
filled into your Toyota vehicle at manufactur- ing, and the best choice for Preferred good fuel
economy and good starting in cold weather. Page Cooling System Do not use plain water alone.
Specifications Brakes Without 91 mm 3. Left-hand 92 mm 3. Pedal drive vehicles clearance With
VSC 91 mm 3. Right-hand drive vehicles 90 mm 3. Specifications Steering Free play Less than
30 mm 1. Page Fuel Information For optimum engine performance, select unleaded gasoline
with a Research Octane Number of 91 or higher. In case of any doubt, ask any authorized
Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Page You must
ensure that refueling is carried out only from a source where fuel specification and quality can
be guaranteed. Page Customization Customizable Features The settings of these features can
be changed using the multi-information display or at any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer,
or another duly qualified and equipped professional. Some function settings are changed
simultaneously with other func- tions being customized. Customization Customized Function
Default setting setting Fuel consumption In a closed area such as a garage, exhaust gases
including harmful carbon monoxide CO may collect and enter the vehicle. Page Item To Initialize
Initialization Item to initialize The following item must be initialized for normal system operation after such cases as the battery is reconnected, or mainte- nance is performed on the
vehicle. Page Index Index What to do if Page What to do if Check the message on the

multi-information display. Page Alphabetical Index Alphabetical index Alphabetical index
Modification and disposal of airbags Page Alphabetical index Automatic air conditioning Making
a call Page Alphabetical index Child safety Page Alphabetical index Engine switch Front seats
ignition switch Page Alphabetical index Gas station information.. Page Alphabetical index Light
bulbs Replacing Page Alphabetical index Odometer Page Alphabetical index Shift lever
Automatic transmission.. Page Alphabetical index Stuck If your vehicle becomes Tachometer
Page Alphabetical index Window glasses Fuel type P. Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Toyota Hilux also known as Hi-Lux or HiLux is a series of light
commercial vehicles manufactured by the famous Japanese automaker, Toyota. The car has
gained a great reputation thanks to its dependability and is developed over the years to get
better and better. The first Hilux model was built as a vehicle for work, but nowadays it has
becoming a vehilce for multi-purpose such as recreational duties. Since its first debut in , it has
never been fallen out of the favor of the consumers. If you are looking for a Toyota Hilux for sale
either a Toyota Hilux diesel for sale or a petrol one, there are tons of places to find them - both
new and used. Whether you want to buy a used Toyota Hilux for sale or a new one, learning
about its specs, performance and features will help to make a better decision. The overall
Toyota Hilux reviews from the experts and automobile devotees are positive. You just have to
be sure if the car fits your intended requirements. The Toyota Hilux is a series of light
commercial vehicles manufactured and sold by Toyota Motor Corporation. Its production
started from and still continues until today. Over decades, there have been 8 generations of the
Hilux produced. The latest generation features a more family-friendly car than its predecessors.
We can find the Hilux in plenty of variants, but the majority of these vehicles were sold as cab
chassis or pickup truck variants. The first generation models were launched under N10 series,
from to The second generation Hilux debuted under the N20 series between and The third
generation released the N30 and N40 series with launch from to The fourth generation with the
N50, N60 and N70 series started from and ceased in The fifth generation was known as N80,
N90, N and N were marketed from to The sixth generation models were unveiled under the N, N,
N and N, from to The eighth generation, the latest one, made its debut in and still continues until
present date with the AN and AN series. The latest Hilux is measured to have an overall length
of mm, height mm, width mm, front thread mm, 6. Compared to older generations, the latest
generation features a completely new exterior design that looks more upscale, including
LED-encrusted headlights, plenty of chrome accents and a more cohesive overall design. The
exterior body comes in lucrative and shiny shades such as blue metallic, silky gold mica
metallic, super red, black attitude, dark steel mica, grey metallic, silver metallic and super white.
The shades are based upon customer review choices. Pickup trucks are manufactured to have a
hard life, and many Toyota Hilux owners will use their cars to tow colleagues and tools to
construction sites, while the car is also a popular choice for woodsmen and farmers. This
means the vehicle needs to be tough, with switches need to be long-lasting and similarly
robust, while the seats and carpets standing up to work mud and boots. Although the Hilux
owns the design of a pickup truck, it is still pretty from inside. Some of the plastics used feel
more brittle and scratchies than those of other rivals, and overall you will feel like you are
sitting in a car rather than a pickup truck. This touchscreen is pretty easy to use, but it remains
to be seen how it will handle with inevitable knocks and dirty gloves a working vehicle faces
with during its day-to-day life. The basic Hilux models feature air-conditioning, bluetooth
connectivity, automatic lights and wipers and controls on the steering wheel for the stereo. The
advanced models feature a cruise control, reversing camera, tinted rear windows and
power-folding door mirrors, DAB radio, a leather steering wheel, inch or inch alloy wheels, the
Touch 2 infotainment system, DAB radio, tinted rear windows and power-folding door mirrors,
keyless entry and go, LED headlights, The seventh generation Hiluxes - offer a wide range types
of engine: from 2. The eighth generation Hiluxes - present feature from 2. The Hilux can handle
well on hard terrains like rocky outcrops, muddy or icy roads. On highway, it can do anything
that you can expect. Overall, it is one of the best cars you can buy either for putting it to work or
when tackling suburban duties. According to car experts, the Hilux is a little bit less
fuel-consumption than other rivals in its segment. Note: There are plenty of places to buy a
used Toyota Hilux but you should make your purchase from a trusted company or a renowned
dealer as they can offer you a good car with a long life left at the best price. If you are so hurry
and buy it from a bad company or a bad dealer, you may have to pay a lot of money but still get
a car in bad condition. Active filter. Toyota Hilux Clear All. Filter by Make. Year - Month. Select
port for CIF. Engine cc. Other Filters. Featured Links. Used Toyota Hilux for sale Results View
as. Show 15 cars 24 cars 48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price Inquire. Free Inspection.
Overview Strength: - Good off-road capability - Plenty of models for customers to choose -

Pretty decent to drive - Well-built interior Weakness: - Size makes manoeuvring
peugeot partner wiring diagrams
kenworth t660 wiring diagram
2005 jaguar x type parts
tricky - Automatic gearbox is not inspiring as we expected - Higher trim levels are quite pricey
The Toyota Hilux is a series of light commercial vehicles manufactured and sold by Toyota
Motor Corporation. Exterior Design The latest Hilux is measured to have an overall length of
mm, height mm, width mm, front thread mm, 6. Interior And Comfort Pickup trucks are
manufactured to have a hard life, and many Toyota Hilux owners will use their cars to tow
colleagues and tools to construction sites, while the car is also a popular choice for woodsmen
and farmers. Dashboard Although the Hilux owns the design of a pickup truck, it is still pretty
from inside. Equipment The basic Hilux models feature air-conditioning, bluetooth connectivity,
automatic lights and wipers and controls on the steering wheel for the stereo. Engine And
Performance The seventh generation Hiluxes - offer a wide range types of engine: from 2. Watch
the video below to see a detailed review of the Toyota Hilux:. Show More.

